
How to Overcome Digital 
Transformation Challenges
Learn from the challenges firms have faced in their digital 
transformation and infrastructure digital twin implementation
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As any fan of the movie Apollo 13 (a U.S. human 
spaceflight mission) already knows, digital twins 
have been a fixture in the aerospace industry for 
many years. Famously, an early version of a digital 
twin was used by NASA in 1970 to simulate and 
test procedures to rescue the Apollo 13 astronauts 
who had aborted their lunar landing and weren’t 
sure how they were going to get back to Earth 
due to equipment failures. Likewise, digital twins 
have been a mainstay of the manufacturing and 
automotive industries for decades.
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But the sheer size, complexity, and relative permanence  
of infrastructure—be it a municipal water system, a power  
plant, or a skyscraper—make digital twins a more significant 
technological challenge for the infrastructure sector.  
Moreover, their size and complexity result in infrastructure 
assets that typically involve massive amounts of data—such as 
photogrammetry, GIS, Internet of Things (IoT), and sensor feeds, 
as well as subsurface, near-surface, and aboveground contextual 
data—from both public and private assets owners.

These silos of disconnected data can be overwhelming.

However, these digital twin challenges also offer unparalleled 
digital transformation opportunities for the infrastructure 
sector. Engineering firms can use them to advance their internal 
processes, win more bids, deliver higher quality designs, provide 
more value to their clients, and potentially create new revenue 
streams to improve their own sustainability. 

This e-book examines the challenges infrastructure firms face 
in their digital transformation and infrastructure digital twin 
implementations. It will also offer insights on how to meet  
those challenges head-on to accelerate going digital and  
provide value to internal teams and clients with an open,  
scalable, and vendor-neutral digital twin platform.
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Noted Challenges
Companies around the world have been using digital technologies 
to help drive productivity growth and transformative change.  
The pandemic and ensuing economic pressures have accelerated 
the pace of digital transformation, which is taking center stage  
in operational efficiency and innovation strategies across industry 
sectors, including infrastructure.

Conservatism in the engineering, architecture, and construction 
(AEC) industry is largely driven by a need to get things right.  
With such large assets that so many depend on, it may lag  
behind other sectors when it comes to digital transformation. 

Deep-rooted systemic industry practices might risk siloing 
people, processes, and data, hampering digital transformation 
initiatives. However, firms are increasingly recognizing that to 
remain competitive, they need to apply digital technologies 
to the way they work collaboratively, and they need to do so 
quickly. Currently, the U.S. is lagging behind other industrialized 
countries in digital transformation (see the figure below, which 
ranks the G20 countries based on their digital transformation). 
Nevertheless, in 2016, the Boston Consulting Group estimated 
that many infrastructure projects, when leveraging all available 
digital technologies, are realizing a 15% to 25% reduction in 
engineering and construction costs.

1 European Center for Digital Competitiveness, Digital Riser Report 2021

2 Boston Consulting Group, www.bcg.com/publications/2016/engineered-products-
infrastructure-digital-transformative-power-building-information-modeling

Digital transformation ranking of G20 countries relative to their global peers from 2018 to 
2020. (source: European Center for Digital Competitiveness)
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Digital twins, and overall digitization, can transform businesses 
and spearhead the digital transformation. Many firms are 
improving internal processes by combing data from disparate 
sources into a single view, while others are improving the quality 
of deliverables and reducing risk. This federated environment 
reflects an asset’s current condition and predicts future 
performance, resulting in insights for more effective, data-driven 
decision-making for owners and operators. Firms are benefiting 
from more efficiency and reduced frustration. In some cases,  
it has opened the door to new revenue streams. 

In addition, digital twins can help infrastructure firms meet their 
climate change commitments. During design and construction, 
digital twins can be used to track the environmental impact of 
an infrastructure project. Once in operation, digital twins can 
simulate the physical world, helping organizations improve the 
operational performance of the infrastructure asset and reduce  
its carbon emissions.

Organizations exploring infrastructure digital twins for their  
own use or as part of a service developed for others should 
choose carefully when deciding on a digital twin platform.  
The complexity of infrastructure dictates that the software  
used to build and utilize an infrastructure digital twin is,  
by necessity, diverse. The resulting scope is so large that no  
single vendor can provide all of the software pieces, just as  
no single vendor can provide all the physical pieces required  
for infrastructure assets. Openness is crucial.

“Tracking the environmental impact of an infrastructure 
project involves a constant stream of design changes 
coming from various engineering disciplines. By unifying 
these data streams, users can quickly create a quantity 
takeoff report at the right aggregation level required for 
lifecycle assessments (LCA) calculations while reducing 
the lifecycle assessment workflow from weeks to hours.”

— Kaustubh Page, Director of Product Management, iTwin® Platform
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Demonstrated Solutions
An industry-grade development platform for digital twins  
must contain features such as visualization, artificial  
intelligence and analytics, IoT integration, and security.  
Critically, it must also have the ability to federate data  
and models from many sources and to incorporate enabling 
technologies from many sources and vendors. For example, 
depending on its planned uses, an infrastructure digital twin  
may require very specific capabilities, from carbon  
calculations to subsurface data, to augmented and virtual  
reality simulations and a broad discipline of engineering  
analysis sources. 

Thus, an infrastructure digital twin will not be based on a single 
technology or vendor. Instead, it will blend multiple technologies 
from many sources in a mix that will change over time. Therefore, 
the software development platform for digital twins must offer 
matching openness and the flexibility to build digital twins that 
address a wide variety of specific uses throughout the lifecycle of 
an infrastructure asset.

When selecting a development platform for modeling, visualizing, 
and interpreting the content and context of a digital twin, there 
are three critical factors to consider: openness, scalability, and 
vendor neutrality.

“Regardless of infrastructure type, over time, the digital 
twin of an asset or a project will become both its lifeblood 
and its central nervous system. We believe that to achieve 
a sustainable infrastructure digital twin, it is imperative 
that you build your systems around open-source 
technology so the keys to your destiny remain in  
your hands. 

You are not going to ‘buy’ your digital twins from a 
single vendor. Instead, you are going to assemble, build, 
customize, and evolve your twin with pieces from many 
vendors, the mix of which will change over time. 

Each [vendor] will tell you how ‘open’ they are.  
Only those who are open-sourced (meaning you can  
use your digital twin and the source code that powers  
it without a fee) really mean it.”

— Keith Bentley, Founder and CTO, Bentley Systems
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Open
No one can predict how technology will evolve. As the use of a 
digital twin evolves, its future needs will be different. Digital twins 
must be flexible enough to work on new and different problems, 
which will mean adding other capabilities, components, and data 
sources. And there is no way of knowing if the original platform 
technology and vendor can satisfy those future needs.

Using open-source technology, available for use without a  
license, means that digital twin data and business processes 
are not tied to a specific vendor. An open source digital twin 
platform ensures that organizations can advance and evolve the 
digital twin as needed, with no barriers to adaptation in the face 
of future changes. Open source means that the digital twin – its 
underlying data and the source code that powers it – can be used 
in the future without a fee, ensuring that the digital twin and its 
data remain entirely accessible without buying anything from any 
specific vendor. An open platform encourages an environment of 
choice and flexibility. 

“The success of digital twins will be heavily influenced by 
the level of engagement from infrastructure organizations 
and asset owner-operators, and the creation of a  
robust ecosystem of technology developers serving  
the infrastructure community. “

— Frost & Sullivan, 2021, An Open Platform for Infrastructure  
Digital Twins
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Scalable
The size of an infrastructure digital twin and its underlying  
data could be massive. With the rise of IoT and the falling  
cost of data connections, the amount of raw data that can  
be linked to a digital twin is growing exponentially. Therefore,  
a digital twin platform must be able to handle that size, both  
now and in the future. 

Cloud services are critical for addressing scalability. With cloud 
integration, a digital twin is not constrained by local hardware 
resources and is accessible by different devices, anytime and 
anywhere. As the use of digital twins in the infrastructure sector 
escalates, so will the benefits of cloud integration.

“Digital twins are allowing our project teams to visualize 
data in ways we never imagined. One of our biggest 
challenges has been collaborating between multiple 
disciplines that all use different authoring tools. The iTwin 
environment allows us to build a fully federated model 
married with reality data. The advantage is removing  
the need to convert data that typically results in a loss  
of relevant information.” 

— Jack Riley, Senior Technology and Innovation Consultant, 
Burns & McDonnell
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Vendor-neutral
Closely related to openness, vendor-neutrality is crucial for  
the long-term health of digital twins. Vendor-neutral means  
that the digital twin platform accommodates a wide range  
of data formats, providing the means for extracting and linking  
data in its native form and then making it available in an open, 
non-proprietary standard. 

Vendor-neutral also means that the underlying digital twin 
development platform uses open and flexible software  
standards. This allows an ecosystem of developers to build 
compatible software components more easily for the digital  
twin environment, which results in increased capabilities  
and functionality.
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iTwin Platform
One thing we hear most from our users is that changes in  
design remain a considerable challenge. By partnering with 
Bentley on digital twin projects, companies can increase 
operational efficiency and reduce manual change management 
from weeks to days. 

The iTwin Platform lets you synchronize your data assets, usually 
created using a diverse set of design tools, from any source, into 
a digital twin. Consider including sources such as observational 
data, sampled or surveyed in the past, or real-time data, such 
as IoT sensors, control systems, ERPs, or emergency response 
systems. Data sources are continuously synchronized, ensuring 
your digital twin is constantly updated with the most recent 
changes regardless of source. 

The iTwin Platform’s web-accessible environment provides instant 
access to these large-scale datasets for visualization and insights, 
enabling you to better manage infrastructure assets and projects.

“…without needing to change current BIM workflows. 
iModelHub cloud services provide the solution for 
many infrastructure engineering challenges where BIM 
modeling has created the potential for advancement,  
but where information misalignment has limited its value. 
Indeed, we have engineered the iModel 2.0 cloud platform 
to instill digital alignment, change-based accountability 
and synchronization, and immersive visibility as its  
core tenants.” 

— Keith Bentley, Founder and CTO, Bentley Systems
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Digital twins enable you to visualize the asset, track 
change, and perform analysis to bettter understand  
and optimize asset performance.

The core tenants of the iTwin Platform include digital alignment, 
change-based accountability, and synchronization. In this 
manner, the iTwin Platform helps infrastructure engineering firms 
overcome the state of affairs where BIM has created the potential 
for advancement, but information misalignment has limited BIM’s 

value. In addition, users can visualize and track these changes, 
including those based on real-world conditions from IoT-
connected devices, such as sensors and drones. 

Whether firms want to standardize digital data formats for their 
own project workflow efficiencies or create digital twin solutions 
for their projects and clients, the iTwin Platform offers unique 
opportunities for engineering firms to advance and enhance their 
digital transformation. 

Why Digital Twins?
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Open functionality allows designers and engineers  
to continue to use their authoring tool of choice  
while synchronizing seamlessly with multidiscipline, 
multivendor, multifirm infrastructure projects.

This functionality features “connectors” that synchronize with 
the most popular engineering and BIM formats (such as IFC, 
AutoCAD, Revit, SketchUp, AVEVA, and many others) and APIs 
that developers can use to create their own connectors. Currently, 
the iTwin Platform is used internally on SaaS products and with 
external firms and vendors to add digital twin capabilities to  

a broader ecosystem. Unilaterally, sensor integration has been  
the largest area of focus within the infrastructure industry.  
There have also been “secret sauce” applications made by  
firms and our organization around modeling, simulation,  
project delivery, and asset performance. 

For example, Bentley leverages the iTwin Platform to create 
cloud application/services, powered by iTwin, for ProjectWise®, 
SYNCHRO™, and AssetWise®. Bentley also uses the platform to 
create new solutions, such as PlantSight and WaterSight®.
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The iTwin Platform fosters a thriving ecosystem of digital 
twin developers by helping promote digital twin solutions 
built on its open-source platform.

In addition, Bentley’s iTwin applications—iTwin Experience,  
iTwin Capture, and iTwin IoT, and applications powered by 
iTwin such as Bentley Infrastructure Cloud, SYNCHRO, and 
ProjectWise—participate in digital twin workflows and interact 
with other applications and services that are powered by iTwin—
including those from other third parties, such as SmartViz, 
EarthCam, Phocaz, and Digital Energy—who use the iTwin 
Platform to develop their own solutions. 

It is important to note that the openness of the iTwin Platform 
allows a digital twin to be created for one specific purpose,  
and to be used and expanded upon for many different purposes. 
Those purposes could be delivered via an application Bentley 
builds, via an application built by a third-party independent 
software vendor, or via functionality that an engineering firm 
or system integrator builds. This network effect substantially 
improves the ability to future-proof digital twins for scalability. 

Within your digital twin environment, add data from IoT 
sensors giving access to real-time asset performance 
information and a unified view of structure condition 
and performance of highways, bridges, utility systems 
and dams—such as tracking river flow data and bridge 
changes in a flood-prone area or providing automated  
and continuous condition monitoring of dams.
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Where to start?
Organizations should choose carefully when selecting the 
partners, technologies, and platforms to develop valuable and 
sustainable solutions for infrastructure digital twins. Openness, 
scalability, and vendor neutrality should be at the top of any 
must-have list.

The first step is an honest evaluation of a firm’s digital 
transformation agenda. How aggressive are they? Do they have 
developers in-house? Is their primary focus selling digital twin 
technology and solutions, or is improving internal processes the 
main goal? The answers to these questions will dictate a starting 
point and direction.

Engineering firms need to truly evaluate where they are as 
a company with their digital transformation. What is their 
“pace of possible?” Do they have developers in-house? Do 
they want to get into the business of selling technology or 
are they more focused on improving internal processes?
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Digital twins are powered by digital integration and built on data 
to deliver business value. To realize that value, companies should 
identify specific, intended uses, such as quantity take offs, 
core sampling, or flood control, and intended outcomes, such 
as reducing cost or increasing reliability, for their digital twin 
implementation. For example, engineering firms can draw upon 
their domain and technology knowledge to identify target use 
cases most suited for digital transformation initiatives.

And don’t be afraid to start small. Integrating a limited amount 
of data sources and engineering information into an expandable 
digital twin format, such as the iTwin Viewer, can showcase 
leadership in digital technologies and provide a launchpad for 
larger digital transformation initiatives. The advantage of an 

open, scalable digital twin platform is that firms can start with a 
single use case and a few data sources. Then, the digital twin can 
be augmented with additional data sources and capabilities over 
time and as needs arrive. 

“One key importance of having a digital twin is the  
ability to combine real-time asset/site data with  
physical dependency models, and intelligence from 
different platforms to more accurately scope future 
projects, reducing project risk from using erroneous 
records drawings.” 

— John Sullens, Senior Technology and Innovation Consultant, 
Burns & McDonnell
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Assess

Train - Accreditation

Review

Develop

Firms are on many different levels of digital maturity.   
No matter where you are, take time to assess and  
ensure that you rest on a solid foundation of sound 
cybersecurity practices. 

Accelerate the ecosystem and learn how to quickly  
and efficiently use the iTwin Platform.

The Associate level course includes topics such as  
data federation and synchronization, visualization,  
writing queries, UI customization, and more.

Identify specific, intended uses and intended outcomes 
for your digital twin implementation. For example, WSP 
challenged everyone to work collaboratively, bringing 
clarity and vision to the complex challenges faced on PRTP.

Join the ecosystem and bring your ideas to market faster 
with the help of developer.bentley.com. Connect with 
Bentley developers and project managers behind the  
iTwin Platform.
developer.bentley.com

2D/3D Usage 3D Implementation Digital Maturity

CASE STUDY

WSP Links 250 Team Members 
on Melbourne’s Port Rail 
Transformation Project
Leveraging Digital Twins Provided Single Source 
of Truth, Saving 475 Hours and AUD 43,500

IMPROVING RAIL ACCESS AT THE 
PORT OF MELBOURNE
As part of their 2050 Port Development Strategy to 
define critical infrastructure needs and support the 
economic growth of Victoria, the Port of Melbourne 
initiated the Port Rail Transformation Project (PRTP) 
to improve rail freight access across the Australian 
state. Spanning more than 500 hectares of land at 
the mouth of the Yara River, the Port of Melbourne 
handles about a third of Australia’s container trade. 

The AUD 125 million railway initiative aims to 
facilitate and increase rail-road share. It will enable 
more containers to be moved by rail more efficiently 
by increasing rail terminal capacity and improving 
rail terminal operations at the port. When complete, 
PRTP will provide a rail solution to meet the needs of 
a growing port and reduce truck movements across 
Victoria, particularly in Melbourne’s inner western 
suburbs. “It’s about taking more trucks off inner-
city roads and putting more containers on trains 
destined for outer-suburban logistics terminals,” said 
Matthew Brooks, senior project manager of port rail 
infrastructure at Port of Melbourne.

With more than 130 years of technical excellence  
in transport infrastructure, WSP was selected as 
part of an alliance with the contractor and client to 
provide design consultancy services for the project. 
The scope of their responsibilities included designing 
and building a new rail terminal interfacing with 
one of the container terminals, as well as upgrading 
existing lines and connections to improve access and 
provide operational flexibility for all trains accessing 
the port. To optimize design and efficiently meet 
the Australian community’s needs for mobility, 
connectivity, sustainability, and resilience, WSP 
set out to digitalize workflows and information 
management across the three organizations  
working on the PRTP.

A NEED FOR A CONNECTED  
DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT 
With approximately 250 multidiscipline project team 
members spread across three organizations, the 
project presented information management and 
coordination challenges, compounded by a tight 
submission timeline for preliminary and final designs. 
“The final design planning stage was required to 
be completed in 12 weeks, including a preliminary 
design submission at the six-week mark,” stated 
Alexander Yamas, digital engineering lead at WSP. 
Given the limited time between key milestones to 
produce a functional design, effective information 
management and collaboration were pivotal to 
successful and timely delivery. WSP needed to 
streamline workflows and ensure that the entire team 
had real-time access to all project models and data. 

In the past, WSP’s project information was scattered 
across different desktop applications. “Typically for  
a multidiscipline project such as this, we would  
have inadvertently adopted tools that did not 
integrate with each other,” said Yamas. The 
use of these multiple design platforms created 
incompatibility, IT security, and licensing issues, 
limiting access to key stakeholders and project  
staff and resulting in team members reverting to 
paper-based workflows. Therefore, WSP would  
have to spend a significant amount of time installing 
additional software and manually managing the 
exchange and transfer of information.

Committed to continuous digital transformation, 
WSP sought to improve not only the way that they 
manage information, but also their collaboration 
strategy to better connect all key stakeholders 
throughout the design phase. They realized that, to 
timely meet the project deliverables, they needed 
to establish a connected digital environment that 
streamlines design coordination and provides 
greater access to information. 

PROJECT SUMMARY
ORGANIZATION
WSP

SOLUTION
Project Delivery Information Management

LOCATION
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
 � To meet key project milestones using 
collaborative digital solutions.

 � To create a cloud-based platform for all users 
to access, visualize, and share information in 
real time.

PROJECT PLAYBOOK
MicroStation®, OpenBuildings®, OpenRail 
Designer, OpenRoads ConceptStation, 
OpenRoads Designer, ProjectWise® 365, 
SYNCHRO™ 4D

FAST FACTS
 � The Port Rail Transformation Project will ease 
congestion within local cities, ensure an efficient 
supply chain for freight, and set up the Port of 
Melbourne for long-term success.

 �WSP was responsible for providing the final 
design within 12 weeks, including a preliminary 
design submission at the six-week mark.

 � Leveraging ProjectWise and the Bentley iTwin® 
platform provided an integrated digital solution 
to ensure information interoperability.

ROI
 � Integrating iTwin with ProjectWise, WSP 
established a connected data environment  
to share and manage information, saving  
475 hours to stay on schedule. 

 � Bentley’s cloud-based platform provided 
an easily accessible single source of truth, 
reducing waste and rework.

 � The digital technology solution realized  
a return on investment of 67.31%, saving  
AUD 43,500.

FIND OUT MORE AT BENTLEY.COM 
1.800.BENTLEY (1.800.236.8539)  |  Outside the US +1.610.458.5000  I  GLOBAL OFFICE LISTINGS bentley.com/contact

LEVERAGING BENTLEY’S WEB-BASED APPLICATIONS 
Already familiar with Bentley, WSP selected their applications to create a 
cloud-based platform, providing a single source of truth for all users to 
publish, access, visualize, and share key project information in real time. 
Leveraging ProjectWise and the Bentley iTwin platform, they established an 
integrated digital environment, streamlining workflows and automating the 
federation of 3D models and design information to enable virtual design 
reviews and issues resolution, as well as optimize deliverables management. 
“Bentley’s cloud-hosted ProjectWise 365 integrated with iTwin Services 
provided a ‘one-stop-shop’ for information management for the entire project 
and a connected data environment that aligned with international standards 
and specifications,” said Yamas. The iModel Manager feature facilitated 
coordinated digital design reviews, where information and models were 
automatically synchronized between ProjectWise to iTwin, creating an iModel 
from any file format that was shared. The team could capture any changes 
from ProjectWise that were shared or published within the iModel, ensuring 
that the content used by the stakeholders during the design reviews was 
always controlled and current.

General communication was another key aspect of the project where Bentley 
applications and a connected data environment were critical to meeting 
project milestones, including requests for information (RFI), transmittals, 
and issue tracking. “An example of where Bentley technology became a true 
connected data environment was the ability to link into our project portal via 
web-based links to the RFI tools, transmittals, and even the issue resolutions, 
tracking all of our issues throughout the project,” said Robert Freeman, digital 
operations lead at WSP. Transmittal issues were loaded into an interactive 
dashboard and digitally assigned with automatic status updates, facilitating 
real-time web-based issue comment, resolution, and close out. The integrated 
digital solution allows for real-time model sharing and data responses to 
be automatically tracked and visualized, optimizing collaboration, issues 
resolution, and deliverables management among all project stakeholders.

TRANSFORMING DIGITAL PROJECT DELIVERY 
Bentley’s integrated cloud-based technology solution provided controlled 
information and data sharing among design disciplines and stakeholders on 
the PTRP. Using ProjectWise, WSP collaborated live, facilitating coordinated, 
multidiscipline 3D design. Integrating iTwin to share their design models 
with stakeholders on a weekly basis enabled digital, visual design reviews 
and a right-first-time design approach, resolving issues much earlier in the 
design process compared to conventional methods, reducing waste and 
rework. “The reduction in rework helps make sure we meet deadlines and 
reduces the burden on the design team, particularly given the short time 
frame for delivery and the risks associated with that,” said Yamas. Working 
in the connected data environment streamlined workflows and stakeholder 
communications and automated 3D model coordination, resolving 3,200 
issues throughout the preliminary and final design phase, saving 475 hours, 
and realizing a total return on investment of 67.31%, or AUD 43,500.   

As their first project using cloud-based applications to share and manage 
information across the entire design team and with the contractor and client, 
WSP challenged everyone to work collaboratively, bringing clarity and vision 
to the complex challenges faced on PRTP. Bentley’s integrated web-based 
technology provided an open-source platform with extractable data, creating 
a single source of truth that was easily accessible, driving collaborative digital 
workflows and information management, transforming digital project delivery 
for WSP and within the industry. 

© 2022 Bentley Systems, Incorporated. Bentley, the Bentley logo, iTwin, MicroStation, OpenBuildings, OpenRail, OpenRail Designer, OpenRoads, OpenRoads ConceptStation, OpenRoads Designer, ProjectWise, 
ProjectWise 365, SYNCHRO, and SYNCHRO 4D are either registered or unregistered trademarks or service marks of Bentley Systems, Incorporated or one of its direct or indirect wholly owned subsidiaries. Other 
brands and product names are trademarks of their respective owners. 203302-22

“[The] Bentley iTwin [platform] provided a connected data environment to 
visualize, track, maintain, share, and analyze design information with all 
project stakeholders to reduce rework and add value.”
– Robert Freeman, Digital Operations Lead, WSP

Leveraging ProjectWise and the Bentley iTwin platform provided an integrated digital 
solution to ensure information interoperability. Image courtesy of WSP.

http://developer.bentley.com
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Infrastructure is everywhere. We all depend on it.

Image courtesy of HDR
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Partnerships

Digital twins are creating exciting new opportunities. The goal of the iTwin Partner 
Program is to promote a community of organizations with a shared vision of creating  
an open ecosystem for infrastructure digital twins. To advance this goal, Bentley Systems 
is not only supporting the development of applications built on the iTwin Platform,  
but also enabling organizations to take their digital twin applications to market.

https://players.brightcove.net/5209582030001/t50zJOlZh_default/index.html?videoId=6304536836001
https://players.brightcove.net/5209582030001/t50zJOlZh_default/index.html?videoId=6307523407112
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGyylDT5MB4&list=PL6YCKeNfXXd8B5QCdVwCG7g4FGVdPkOU7&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=atnZa4leCQ4&list=PL6YCKeNfXXd8B5QCdVwCG7g4FGVdPkOU7&index=6
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2021 Going Digital Awards in Infrastructure for 
Project Delivery Information Management

Port of Melbourne - Port Rail 
Transformation Project
WSP | Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

WSP challenged everyone to work collaboratively, bringing clarity 
and vision to the complex challenges faced on PRTP. Bentley’s 
integrated web-based technology provided an open-source 
platform with extractable data, creating a single source of truth 
that was easily accessible, driving collaborative digital workflows 
and information management, transforming digital project 
delivery for WSP and within the industry.

Image courtesy of WSP

Image courtesy of WSP

https://www.bentley.com/wp-content/uploads/cs-wsp-melbourne-port-rail-project-ltr-en-lr.pdf
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DC Water’s Digital Twin Solution
Improving Operational and Financial Resilience by 
Implementing a Water Infrastructure Digital Twin

Utilities are employing a variety of digital strategies to address 
urgent risks, as well as meet the requirements for digital 
transformation aligned to strategic investments in water systems. 
One very compelling digital strategy that water utilities are 
adopting is a digital twin. Digital twins of water infrastructure 
can help utilities get the most out of their data to improve their 
decision-making. Most utilities have the key building blocks in 
place to make digital twins economically feasible as a short-term 
strategy with long-term benefits.

Image courtesy of DC Water

Image courtesy of DC Water

https://www.bentley.com/wp-content/uploads/AR-DC-Waters-DigitalTwin-Journey-LTR-EN-LR.pdf
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Deliver More Value

42% of Going Digital Awards finalists use iTwin. 
Are you? Get the right information to the 
right people at the right time to make more 
informed and timely decisions. Create, curate, 
and use digital twins in engineering workflows, 
construction, operations, and maintenance.

Dare to be Data-centric

Data is the key to understanding. The new 
Bentley Infrastructure Cloud helps you meet 
all these complexities across the entire asset 
lifecycle and ecosystem—from design, to 
construction, to operations, to maintenance and 
decommissioning—by focusing on the value of 
data and empowering the productivity of your 
workforce across the entire supply chain.  

© 2022 Bentley Systems, Incorporated. Bentley, the Bentley logo, Bentley Infrastructure Cloud, AssetWise, iTwin, iTwin Capture, iTwin Experience, iTwin IoT, 
iTwin Viewer, ProjectWise, SYNCHRO, and WaterSight are either registered or unregistered trademarks or service marks of Bentley Systems, Incorporated 
or one of its direct or indirect wholly owned subsidiaries. Other brands and product names are trademarks of their respective owners. 170579-22

https://www.bentley.com/software/bentley-infrastructure-cloud/
https://www.bentley.com/software/itwin/
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